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ABOUT US
First Thought Equine Ltd is a British based company formed in
1996 to market the Flair system after 4 ½ years of R&D. Since then
the company has grown first by marketing Flair around the world
and secondly by developing new and innovative products in the
equestrian field.
Within two years of being launched, Flair was being sold and fitted
in 15 countries and being fitted in new and old saddles by saddlers
and saddle manufacturers.
The second product to be launched was Korrector in 2001. Originally
developed to “Flair” western saddles it proved so good at correcting
problems of fit in English saddles and its original purpose was all but
overlooked. Korrector has gone through some cosmetic changes in
its time, including the introduction of the all leather version and the
new felt pad for western saddles. Korrector cannot be surpassed for
performance in reducing pressure and increasing bearing surface.
Whilst working with manufacturers and saddlers alike it became
apparent that there was room for dramatic improvement of the
traditional English saddle. 3 years of R&D produced the first WOW
saddles which rapidly gained a reputation for improving the horse’s
performance, so gaining the name WOW, as this was the first
thing uttered by riders testing the saddle. WOW has been tested
independently in at least three continents and has out-performed
its competitors in pressure and gait analysis.
Every product First Thought Equine develops is for the benefit of
the horse’s health and well-being but moreover for enhancing the
performance of the ridden horse. All our products are manufactured
in Kent, England.
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Our factory nestles in a valley in the heart of the
Kent countryside, just outside of the historic
city of Canterbury, surrounded by forestry and
excellent riding. The company has its own string
of horses for testing and improving our products
as well as being used on our training courses
with saddlers and the public. When a client
needs a more custom service, they can use our
facilities, for an on the spot service where things
can be tried, tested and modified before final
production. This is the ultimate in our custom
service.
Everything we make is computer designed and
machine cut for accuracy and repeatability.
Every piece of the saddle is made in house to our
own designs.
Added to this, we offer you the possibility to
make your own saddle totally unique by giving
you the freedom to choose colours and finishes
of the leather we use for the individual pieces
that make the parts of your saddle. Not only
is your WOW saddle totally changeable as your
horse progresses through its training but totally
unique to you and the market place.
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PROVEN – HORSES PERFORM BETTER…
Awesome Under Pressure

Modular

The WOW™ saddle is the culmination of over a decade of research & development, where
every problematic aspect of traditional saddle fitting has been addressed and redesigned
to make sure the saddle maximises the horse’s comfort and performance. Our investment
in the most advanced pressure testing equipment and using it on our saddles and those of
rival manufacturers means we are confident that you will not find a saddle that will give you
better results than WOW™.

WOW™ is the worlds first modular saddle.
WOW™ makes it possible for the first time
to own a traditional looking saddle and then
buy different components to alter any or all
of its characteristics to fit different horses,
riders and disciplines.

For instance pressure from stirrup bars and points of the tree are a thing of the past. The
bearing surface has been maximised to the point where no saddle, even a western saddle
will come close to the area of continuous bearing surface of a WOW™. The gullet width
achieved by some of our panel designs is extraordinary to ensure not only spinal clearance
but to allow room for the shoulder and top line muscles to work correctly. WOW™ is proven
awesome under pressure.
Your horse will feel better, look better and perform better in a WOW™.
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Carbon Fibre Tree

Lateral Flexion™

Headplate Sizes

XN - 8X
WOW™ has a very unique patented tree
which is a “Y” shaped carbon fibre frame.

We asked the question, what does the
horse want from a tree?

It is this “Y Bar” that gives the tree its
strength and longitudinal stiffness. The
fact that the strength is centred allows all
our seats to have incredibly narrow twists
which make for superb leg contact, comfort
and stability for the rider.

The answer is a means to distribute the
rider weight symmetrically and evenly on
the 7th to the 18th rib. This means there
should be no flexion in the tree front to
back. However, as a horse moves, its
shoulders need to find more space as the
scapulae rotate back under where the
tree sits. The answer is to let the head of
the tree swing from side to side as the
alternate shoulders rotate back under the
tree.

There are two longitudinal curvatures of “Y”
Bars to suit different profiles of a horse’s
back; a flatter “Y” Bar for flat backed horses
and a curved “Y” Bar for the normal to sway
backed horses.

In other words, a horse would want a
saddle that is longitudinally rigid and
laterally flexible in the head. This is exactly
what the WOW™ tree does with what we
call “Lateral Flexion™”.
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“V” “U” “UU”

WOW’s Flexi-Head™ gives you the biggest
range of width fittings in the same tree,
from 73 to 143 degrees! And now we have 3
different types of headplate we call “V”, “U”
and “UU”styles.
The most commonly used are the “U”
headplates which are available in 11
different sizes from 73 - 143 degrees. The
difference between each size is 7 degrees.
The “V” style are available in only three sizes
73, 80 and 87 degrees. The “UU” style are
available in 5 sizes 73, 80, 87, 94 and 101.
Changing the headplate is incredibly
easy because the WOW™ tree has the
ability to easily form around whatever
headplate shape we put in it.
Just
remove the two 6mm bolts, swap
the headplate and replace the bolts.
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PROVEN – HORSES PERFORM BETTER…
PPS™

Panels Types

Flair®

The patented Pointless Panel System™ or
PPS.

WOW™ offers 15 standard panel types to suit
most types and sizes of horse. If this is not
enough, there are over 180 different variants
and modifications to these standard types
are also possible where there is a need.

Flair is Air Flocking. Yes, the panels of the
saddle are filled with air! And, yes it is proven
by pressure testing to be the best thing you
can do for the comfort of your horse!

A conventional tree has points (in red)
which stop approximately 7.5” down from
the head. WOW™ does not have points, the
front of the tree is a lobe which incorporates
the double stirrup bar. This lobe is then
extended by the PPS on top of the panel
(shown in yellow) to create a massive
support surface 12-13 inches down from the
head, on the ribs of the horse. The support
surface of this saddle is greater than that
of the same size western saddle!

A size smaller panel can be fitted to a larger
seat where a horse has a short back i.e. a 17”
panel on a 18” seat.
There are 420 standard combinations of
fittings for the horse in the WOW™range
when you take into account the tree shapes,
panel styles and headplates!
And that is just in one seat size!

This extra depth of support decreases
pressure on the shoulder and with the
Lateral Flexion™ of the WOW™ tree
encourages better movement of the horse.
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Flair is a system of four air bags which
provide a soft, flexible and even bearing
surface without pressure points.
Unlike a flocked saddle, the adjustments
are quickly made whilst the rider sits on the
horse. You or your saddler can adjust and
balance the saddle perfectly both front to
back and side to side even if the horse has
uneven muscle development. Flair air bags
do not need further adjustment unless your
horse changes shape, when it only takes a
few minutes to alter again.
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Flap Positions

Double Stirrup Bar

Girthing

Flaps can be rotated by the rider forward or
backwards by 3cm by changing the position
of the flap fixing bolts. This is a significant
amount as there is only 5cm difference
between a Dressage and a Jumping Flap.

All WOW™ seats are made with a unique
design registered double stirrup bar
which provides two stirrup positions. This
allows the rider to change leg positions for
Jumping or Dressage.

The girth groove position can change with
fitness and influences how a saddle will sit.
WOW’s unique girthing has the ability to be
tailored for different girth grooves.

When ordering your saddle’s flaps you
choose which 2 angles from 4 are best for
you and your position i.e. 1 & 2, 2 & 3 or 3 & 4.

It is also useful in schooling a young
unbalanced horse by using the front bar
giving a stronger seat and hand until self
carriage is established.

This means that different riders can share
the
same saddle even if they have different leg
lengths or positions.
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A. Double Running “V” the front and back
swinging “V’s” pull the saddle down evenly.
B. Point Strap Option counteracts the
tendency of a saddle to move forward
C. Point Strap Option and back balance
strap with H girth for greater lateral stability.
D. Fore Girth with “H” Girth is for a really
forward girth groove that causes problems
in keeping the saddle back off the shoulder.
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THE SEAT
New Continental Seat

WOW Saddle Seats
The WOW™ saddle has a unique seat that is designed to make the best use of the shape of
our legs. Most saddles give us nothing to hold on to, giving a totally smooth line running
from the skirts over the stirrup bars down to the flap. The WOW™ has a deliberate step
between flap and seat creating a hollow that the leg sits into on either side of the tree. This
promotes more stability and security by giving the leg something to wrap around rather
than sitting on top. Sitting trot on big moving horses is easier, jumping has greater security
as the leg can mould into the saddle and horse.
The seat is seamless having no skirts stitched on to the softer seat leather; this means less
wear of the seat and of you.
D Rings

Front D rings are standard. Double D rings can be specified on the
front. Two D Rings on right and/or left or 6 all round back. Also
you can have a D ring for an air jacket fitted in the center of the cut
back head as shown.

“CC” Lady’s Seat

if you need more comfort in the front of the saddle then we can
provide this feature by specifying a “CC” seat.

Padded Wings

The skirts over the stirrup bars can be padded providing more
support in front of the thigh lifting the riders fork off the front of
the saddle. Used in conjunction with a “CC” seat it provides greater
comfort for ladies who suffer discomfort in this area.

Channel Seat

This is the ultimate for ladies who suffer from saddle rub! We can
create a channel from front to center of the seat so that there is no
possible way of the seat applying pressure where it is not wanted.

Covered Cantle Plate

The silver plate on the back of the cantle can be covered in leather
of the same or a contrasting colour.

Sizes

Seat are available on 16”, 17”, 18” & 19” trees.
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The Continental is a deeper seated jump
style seat with a more supportive cantle.
Riders jumping bigger fences find this seat
gives greater security and stability.
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Extra Deep Seat

Deep Seat

Shallow Seat

Has a very high round cantle with belly to
give a deep supportive seat used mainly by
dressage riders.

Has a round high cantle with belly to give
support and aid position. Used by dressage
riders and show jumpers alike because the
seat gives a secure central feel.

Has a round shallow cantle with belly to give
support and aid position but gives enough
room to slide back or over the cantle when
jumping.

Flat Seat

Cross Country Seat

Stock Seat

Has a square cantle and no belly. This allows
the rider to sit further back in the seat when
necessary as it lacks the support at the
sides of the seat. This style is preferred for
showjumping especially.

The Cross Country seat has a sloped cantle
with no belly support and is shaped in such
a way that even sitting right back on the
cantle does not make the rider feel pushed
away from the horse.

Has a wider seat with more supportive ‘wrap
around’ cantle and generous cup shape
allowing more rotation of the pelvis with a
support much further back than traditional
saddles.
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DR E S SA G E FL AP STYLE S

Lesley Peyton-Gilbert
Woodcroft Garuda K
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Giant Block

Giant High Block

Shown with XDeep Seat

Shown with XDeep Seat

Code - DRFG
Lengths Available: Standard, +1” & +2”

Code - DRFGH
Lengths Available: Standard, +1” & +2”

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Description - The Dressage Giant Fixed Block is a pure dressage
flap. The block is more supportive to the thigh than the standard
fixed block flap. There is more block at the top of the flap so often
suits those riders with shorter thighs. This flap, like its counterpart
the Giant High, will really keep you in the seat when your horse is
moving big!

Description - The Dressage Giant High Fixed Block is a pure dressage
flap. The block is cut higher to give support to the thigh but the
cut seems to suit riders with standard to long legs. The thinking
behind this block is to get your thigh under the block not your knee
jammed in it. This is a real must if your horse is big moving. The
more weight you put on the ball of your foot in the stirrup the more
you can keep your weight in the seat!
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DR E S SA G E FL AP STYLE S
Zero

Moveable Block

Shown with XDeep Seat

Shown with Deep Seat

Code - ZERO

Code: DRM

Lengths Available: -2”, -1”, Standard, +1” & +2”

Lengths Available: -2”, -1”, Standard, +1” & +2”

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Description - This flap is available in any style of normally fixed block
flap i.e. Dressage, VSD, GP & Jumping. The fixed block is replaced by
a soft flat padded area for those riders that do not like any blocks.

Description - If you enjoy hacking and maybe even some low level
jumping along with your Dressage then this flap is for you. The
moveable block allows you to position the knee support where you
prefer. You have a choice of 7 blocks which allow for different leg
support for different disciplines.
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Thigh Block

Standard Fixed Block

Shown with XDeep

Shown with Deep Seat

Code: DRFT

Code: DRF

Lengths Available: -2”, -1”, Standard, +1” & +2”

Lengths Available: -2”, -1”, Standard, +1” & +2”

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Description - The Dressage Fixed Thigh Block flap will suit those
that do not want knee support but want something to roll the thigh
into for stability in the half halts. It will also suit riders with a long
upper leg.

Description - Dressage Standard Fixed Block flap will suit those
riders that are purely into Dressage. It has a clean straight flap that
will show off the shoulder of the horse better. The knee support is
more positive than the Moveable Block Dressage.
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DR E S SA G E FL AP STYLE S
Seriously Straight

Conventional

Shown with XDeep Seat

Shown with XDeep Seat

Code: DRC

Code: DRSS

Lengths Available: Standard, +1” & +2”

Lengths Available: Standard, +1” & +2”

Description - Traditional looking dressage flap with a substantial
fixed block located under a soft padded knee roll. The main flap is
made from very flexible, heavily oiled butt leather. Ideal for those
that want a solid leg position when riding an extravagantly moving
horse.

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather
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Description - As the name suggests this flap is for riders that hang
very straight from the hip. The block is the same as the Giant High
but has moved backwards by around 4cm and the back of the flap
is also extended further back.
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Designer - On Fire

Code - DESF
Lengths Available - Standard, +1” & +2”
Description - This flap can have the block from the Giant, Giant
High, Standard or Zero. The design is inspired from all of those very
expensive designer handbags! This really has a added WOW factor
and all that beauty does not detract from it function! It still rides as
good as its less extravagant partners.
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GEN ER A L PUR PO SE FLAP STYLE S

Evelyn Biesenbach
riding a Vlaams Paard
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VSD Fixed Block

VSD Moveable Block

Shown with Deep Seat

Shown with Deep Seat

Code: VSDF

Code: VSDM

Lengths Available: Standard & +2”

Lengths Available: Standard & +2”

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Leather Options: Padded Leather

Description - The Very Slightly Dressage Fixed Block flap has a very
positive knee block for schooling or jumping. The VSD flap is an
inch more forward cut than the dressage but is 5cm shorter. It is an
excellent choice for those with short upper legs or horses that do
not have a shoulder sufficient for the cut of a GP.

Description - The Very Slightly Dressage flap is forward enough for
jumping whilst straight enough to show off the shoulder. This flap
makes a great GP for those riders with short legs that do not require
as much flap in front as the standard GP flap offers. Used in the
most backward position without blocks it will make a very good
showing/working hunter style flap.
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GENER A L PU R PO S E FLAP STYLE S
GP Fixed Block

GP Moveable Block

Shown with Flat seat

Shown with Deep Seat

Code: GPF

Code: GPM

Lengths Available: Standard & +2”

Lengths Available: Standard & +2”

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Leather Options: Padded Leather

Description - General Purpose Fixed Block flap has a very positive
knee block for jumping. The GP flap is as forward cut as the Jumping
flap. At the back edge of the flap it is as straight as the Dressage flap
but is 5cm shorter. It is an excellent choice for hunters or eventers
that do not wish to change flaps.

Description - The General Purpose Moveable Block flap is truly a
multi-discipline flap with the ability to position the knee block for
dressage or for proper jumping. The GP flap is as forward cut as the
Jumping flap but on the back edge it is as straight as the Dressage
flap but 5cm shorter. It is an excellent choice for young horses or
eventers that do not wish to change flaps.
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Jumping Conventional

Hunter

Shown with Flat Seat

Shown with Deep Seat

Code: JC

Code: Hunter

Lengths Available: Standard & +2”

Lengths Available: Standard

Description - Traditional looking Jumping flap with a small
removable block located under the very soft padded knee roll. The
heavily oiled butt leather flaps mould quickly to the shape of the
horse requiring minimal “breaking in”.

Description - Traditional looking Hunting flap with a small removable
block located under the very soft padded knee roll. Available with
smooth, pig print or heavily oiled memel finished leather.

Comes standard with short traditional girth billets for under flap
girth fastening but longer dressage billets are available.
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Comes standard with short traditional girth billets for under flap
girth fastening but longer dressage billets are available.
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Eleanor Osborne
Mighty High
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Fixed Block

Moveable Block

Shown with Flat Seat

Shown with Flat Seat

Code: JF

Code: JM

Lengths Available: Standard & +2”

Lengths Available: Standard & +2”

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Description - The Jumping Fixed Block flap is a favourite with Show
Jumpers giving good support to the thigh above the knee without
getting in the way. The calf block is optional but for the serious rider
it does give a positive stop to the leg when needed.

Description - The Jumping Moveable Block is a close contact
jumping flap that offers a moveable thigh sup-port block. You will
really feel very secure and very close to the horse. The block can be
removed if you do not require it.
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Phillip Spivey
Cirocco
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Continental

Continental with Calf Block

Shown with
Continental Seat

Shown with
Continental Seat

Code - CONT

Code - CONT+CB

Lengths Available - Standard

Lengths Available - Standard

Description - Based on the GP flap but with a more padded knee
roll and under flap banana block for more support this flap gives
a cushioned grippy feel for jumping. The knee rolls are moveable
with velcro and there is a large selection to choose from so you can
be very minimal or really big dependent on your preference.

Description - This flap is identical to the Continental but has a big
calf block for added security when jumping. The block will limit the
straightness of the leg for flat work and therefore this flap should be
thought of as a pure jumping flap.
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E VE N T IN G FLAP STYLE S

Code: VSDF
Erhältliche Längen: Standard & +5cm
Leder Option: gepolstertes Oberleder oder Kernleder
Beschreibung: Das VSD Sattelblatt hat einen sehr positiven
Kontakt durch die fixierte Kniepausche und ist bestens zur
Schulung und Springreiten geeignet. Das VSD Sattelblatt ist vorn
2,5cm breiter und 5cm kürzer als das Dressur Sattelblatt. Es ist
eine ausgezeichnete Wahl für Reiter mit kurzem Oberschenkel oder Pferde mit zu wenig ausgeprägter Schulter für ein GP.
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Cross Country Fixed Wedge Block

Cross Country Fixed “Tapner” Block

Shown with XC seat

Shown with XC Seat

Code: XC

Code: XCT

Lengths Available: Standard & +2”

Lengths Available: Standard & +2”

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Leather Options: Padded Leather or Butt Leather

Description - The Cross Country appeals to the eventer or show
jumper (especially with long legs) who likes to ride very short. More
generous in the front than the show jumper flap and a finer higher
thigh block.

Description - This flap’s blocks were made for Paul Tapner the
Australian International 4* Eventer. The block offers more support
for the thigh and has proven very popular since its introduction.
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Malin Hellstedt
Wout van het Royerhof
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Baroque Moveable Block

Baroque Fixed Block

Shown with
Stock Seat

Shown with
XDeep Seat

Code: BRM

Code: BRF

Lengths Available - Standard & +2”

Lengths Available - Standard & +2”

Description - This flap is inspired by the Relvas style saddles used
for classical dressage on Baroque types of horses. The flap is
continuous from one side of the saddle to the other. The stirrup
leathers can run underneath the flap and has a stirrup keepers on
the back skirt for running up stirrups.

Description - A fixed block version of the Baroque flap with more
leg support. inspired by the Relvas style saddles used for classical
dressage on Baroque types of horses. The flap is continuous from
one side of the saddle to the other. The stirrup leathers can run
underneath the flap and has a stirrup keepers on the back skirt for
running up stirrups.

Available in smooth or printed finished leather.

Available in smooth or printed finished leather.
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EN DU R A NCE
Fenders

Stock

Code - Enduro
Lengths Available: Made to riders
leg length
Description - This is for the
Endurance rider that likes the
style of a western but without the
weight and is more comfortable.
There are no stirrup bars on the
tree the leathers bolt directly into
the carbon fibre tree element
in the gullet. The stirrup leather
cannot be pulled off so there is
no safety therefore the stirrups
must have cages. The stirrup can
be mounted in two positions 1”
apart both placements being
much further back on the tree than
the standard dressage bar on the
normal tree. This is to ensure body
weight is kept in the centre of the
tree when the rider stands (hovers)
in the stirrups for long periods.
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Code: STOCK
Lengths Available - Standard & +2”
Description - This seat and flaps go together to create our Australian
Stock WOW. This saddle is brilland for trekking or for sports like
Polo Cross. The security gained by the Pollies on the front of the
seat is fanastic. You can lean right out for gates without worries of
the horse moving and you ending up in a heap on the floor!
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WESTERN ROUND & SQUARE SKIRT
Like the English WOW™ saddle the WOW™ Western is supremely
comfortable as well as having some very unique patented features.
LATERAL FLEXION™
The key to the success of the WOW™ saddle is the unique carbon
fibre tree design which has Lateral Flexion™. This literally means that
the tree is very flexible laterally but not longitudinally which means
that the bearing surface and weight distribution is maximised. The
tree twists just in front of the riders seat therefore allowing a still
seat but real freedom of movement of the horse’s shoulders.
INTER-CHANGEABLE TREE WIDTHS
The tree widths are changeable with an interchangeable headplate
on to which the horn is mounted. Therefore this Western WOW™
saddle can be fitted to the very highest wither or the flattest backed
horse! If you want a saddle without a horn the WOW™ Western can
take a Standard English WOW™ headplate making it lighter still!
Width fittings are the same as the English WOW™ saddle being
Extra Narrow all the way up to 8X wide!
INTER-CHANGEABLE BUCKING ROLLS
The saddle uses a slick fork design (no swell) with bucking rolls;
these are interchangeable for different sizes and shapes. The whole
saddle is a fraction of the weight of traditional western which will
appeal to riders.
INTER-CHANGEABLE GIRTHING & FENDERS
The saddle can be fitted with English girthing or western cinch
girthing. The fenders (stirrups) attach to the saddle on English style
stirrup bars; of which there are two each side giving two positions
(forward and backward) for the riders leg. This also gives the safety
of detachable stirrups not found on traditional western saddles.
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Richard Davison
Hiscox Artemis
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Edge Dressage

Shown with a Deep Seat

The EDGE range differs from the existing WOW range, offering a
traditional outside but with all the patented WOW technology
that has proven to enhance movement and improve muscle
development in horses across the disciplines. The EDGE collection
also utilises the same revolutionary WOW tree, which is laterally
flexible whilst longitudinally rigid. This combined with the unique
Pointless Panel System, which provides a bigger support area than
an equivalent size western saddle, means horses are able to move
more correctly through the shoulder.
First Thought Equine Ltd have stayed true to their principle of
giving as much fitting choice for the horse by using the same interchangeable headplate and panels, thus giving nearly 300 fitting
combinations! The range of tree fittings is also extensive, from extra
narrow all the way to 8X wide, which means that you can now have
a showing saddle with all the inter-changeability you could need,
especially useful for horses that change shape throughout the year.
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Code - EDGED
Lengths Available - Standard, +1” & +2”
Description - The Edge Dressage has a deep seat and a giant high
block set even higher. The seat and flap are not interchangeable or
moveable in position.
The blocks enable the rider to achieve a fanatastically still and
secure seat which you will find a god send on big moving horses.
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THE E DGE R AN GE

Shown with
Deep WSeat

Code: EDGESJ
The Edge Showjumper is a traditional close contact dual flap saddle with short girthing. The saddle, whilst looking more traditional is
WOW through and through, sharing the same tree and panel construction that make WOW so outstanding in performance.
For the rider, the seat around the pommel has been narrowed to allow the rider to take a more forward seat required for showjumping.
The rider can use normal stirrup leathers and there is a groove in the flap with a hidden stirrup leather keeper to minimise bulk under the
leg. There is an option to use a short girth, dressage length, which will increase the feel for the rider of the horse by removing the bulk of
the buckles and buckle guards from under the flap. We feel this type of girthing arrangement is superior in its function but is not what
every rider likes.
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Edge Classic Jumping

Edge Showing

Code - EDGECL

Code - EDGESH

The Classic has a moveable block and has a narrow seat in front of
the twist to allow the rider to be positioned more forward in the
saddle as preferred by many show jumpers. The saddle has a dual
flap that allows for either short or long girth billets to be used. The
block velcro into place to give plenty of options. Also there is the
possibility to have a calf block under the flap as well if required.

The EDGE Show Saddle is made from highest quality hides. The
flaps are “frenched” (covered in panel hide) to give a soft supple flap
that looks and feels superb. Under the skirt you will find two stirrup
bars to offer the rider a more forward position for jumping, and a
back bar for flat work. The saddle has traditional short girth billets
and both point and balance straps can be easily added as required
by either the saddler or the rider, with a simple bolt!
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New Soft Straight Girth

The recently introduced Soft Straight Girth
has proven to be a really good girth for a
sensitive horse that tends to rub easily.
The girth is very thin and flexible, especially
in the region of the elbow. The leather curls
and moves with the elbow and skin rather
than rubbing it.
Like all our girths we do not use elastic as
there is more than enough flexibility in the
saddle already!
The saddles girth straps disappear inside
the leather sleeve for a clean and tidy
appearance
Lengths of 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30” 32” & 34”.
Black or Brown butt top leather with a
choice of panel leather colours to match
your saddle.
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Straight Girth

Curved Girth

Stud Guard

Soft padded straight girth in lengths of 22”,
24”, 26”, 28”, 30” 32” & 34”.

Be aware that this girth is designed for
horses that have well sprung rib cages
“grass guts”, not fit, slim types! You can
make a horse very sore using this type of
girth for the wrong reasons.

Soft padded Stud girth in lengths of 24”, 26”,
28”, 30” & 32”.

Black or Brown butt top leather with a
choice of panel leather colours to match
your saddle.

Soft padded curved girth in lengths of 22”,
24”, 26”, 28”, 30” & 32”.

Black or Brown butt top leather with a
choice of panel leather colours to match
your saddle.

Black or Brown butt top leather with a
choice of panel leather colours to match
your saddle.
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New Soft H Girth

The “H” Girth™ has proven to be a brilliant
innovation for saddle stability without
having to over tighten the girth. Pressure
dispersal over the sternum rather than
the pectoral muscles promotes better
movement in front. Used in conjunction
with a Fore Girth a saddle can be held back
in place on horses that would normally
always push saddles forward up the neck.
With very thin but broad straps the WOW
Soft H Girth is designed for horses with a
very forward girth groove where the girth
creeps into the elbow. The soft straps act
like a second skin rolling with the skin rather
than acting against it.
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Original H Girth

Original H Stud Girth

The Original “H” Girth™ has padded straps
with butt leather upper. It proved to be a
brilliant for saddle stability without having
to over tighten the girth. Pressure dispersal
over the sternum rather than the pectoral
muscles promotes better movement in
front.

The “H” Girth™ Stud can be bought
complete or you can buy just the guard and
change the straps over from your normal H
Girth if you so wish.

Lengths of 24”, 26”, 28”, 30” & 32”. Black or
Brown butt top leather with a choice of
panel leather colours to match your saddle.
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Stirrup Leathers

Numnahs

Saddlecloths

Single thickness leathers for minimal
bulk under the thigh. The core is made
of Biothane with a breaking strain of
500Kg. Being synthetic, it will not stretch.

Cotton Numnahs that have high cut wither
releif that fits the gullet of the saddle
perfectly.

Like the numnahs the saddle cloths are
fitted to the saddle’s gullet profile and pull
up clear of the spine and the wither.

Leathers need to be the correct length so
that the buckle is between shin bone and
top of stirrup. Do not have the buckle on the
flap or under the leg as is will damage both!

There are two small loops that leather
laces fit through. These allow you to tie
the numnah to the front D rings and make
it impossible for the numnah to pull down
and apply pressure to the withers.

They attach in the same way as the
numnahs.

Stirrups can be made in lengths of 20”, 22”,
24”, 26”, 28”, 30” & 32” standard in Black or
Brown other colours made to order.

The Numnahs come in black or white.
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The cloths come in black or white with a
logo embroidered on the left or on both
sides. The logos can be white on a white
cloth or black on a white cloth or black on
black or white on black.
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Swarovski Crystal Fly

Kinda Headpiece
The WOW leather Fly Fringe with
around 170 genuine Swarovski crystals
is
the
ultimate
bling
accessory!
But not only does it look fantastic it works
really well too. It can be used with or
without a brow band on your bridle as
there are slots for the bridle head piece to
thread through so that the fringe is part of
the bridle. It is easily cleaned with saddle
soap and some hide food for suppleness.
The fringe can be provided with or
without ears and with or without holes
in the ears. If your horse get distracted
with noises this fringe will really help.
There are two sizes of fringe and two sizes
of ears. 3.5” - 4” between the ears is a
medium, 4.5” - 5” is a large.
Ears come in up to 6” is medium and 7” is
large all with or without holes.
Also available without the bling! The all
leather fly fringe still looks really good.
Being leather the fringe is heavier and less
floppy than the normally fringe. This means
it will stay in place and not flop backwards
over your horse’s poll.
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The Kinda helps reduce poll pressure. It
can be fitted with all standard bridles, and
features a padded base with a channel
in the middle for the mane. The normal
bridle headpiece threads through a hidden
channel at the top of the Kinda, for a
smart, smooth appearance. The Kinda is
ergonomically designed for a comfortable
fit at the ears.
The product may also help prevent
headshaking in horses that are sensitive to
pressure at the poll and ears, and is useful
for horses with big ears, whose headpieces
are prone to pinching.
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Customising

RaceX

We offer a bespoke custom service where
the saddle can be personalised to taste.
Above is a solid brass cantle plate with
matching Swarovski Topaz crystals. We
have provided bespoke leather colours and
patterns on flaps and seats.
We also have the abilty to design custom
flaps with bespoke block postioning. This is
achieved using our velcro compatible flaps
where the blocks can literally be mounted
anywhere. Because WOW flaps are bolted
on the flaps can then be removed and used
as pattern for the finished item!
All bespoke work is charged on a workshop
time plus materials. We are happy to supply
ideas and quotes for this work.

Developed and proven with state of the art pressure testing technology
This Race Exercise Saddle has an interchangeable gullet plate (headplate). If we are to put
our name to a saddle then we will not just make what everyone else makes. The reputation
of our company and the products it produces rests on how our products perform.
To this end the overall shape and style is the same but the tree has changed dramatically.
We also, have not compromised on weight.
We know from testing of saddles prior to making this sadle that half trees are not good
for horses but traditionalist will not accept full tree saddles. We therefore came to a
compromise where the tree would be full size but flexible. This would do away with the
half tree points that can so easily damage a horse.
The WOW saddle tree encapsulates the interchangeable headplate so that the surface
offered up to the rider and down to the horse is as smooth and as large as possible. All
known areas of concern, tree points, stirrup bars and half tree points have been eradicated.
The tree should offer the biggest available area of support without restricting the horses
shoulder movement.
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FIRST THOUGHT EQUINE LTD
Chalky House
Little Duskin Farm
Covet Lane
Kingston
Canterbury
Kent CT4 6JS
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:		
Web:		

+44 (0) 1227 831614
+44 (0) 1227 831161
info@wowsaddles.com
www.wowsaddles.de

The products described herein are protected
by patents or design rights, as listed on our
website.
©2014 All Rights Reserved.

WOW is the Trademark of
First Thought Equine Ltd
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